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Currey Industrial
Look around your city and you will see early 20th century factories, mills and industrial
buildings that have been renovated and turned into living/retail spaces. Every city has
them. We have finally learned that saving this architecture and its history is worth the
effort and expense. Design trends that have evolved out of this process are an ever
growing part of the home furnishings industry. Industrial-styled products mix well in
many interiors and bring to the home environment a sense of “back-to-the-basics.”

Turbina Pendant

Verne Pendant

Metal plays a big role in the industrial style and the Currey & Company design team has
embraced this concept with the Currey Industrial Collection. Wrought iron and handforged metal is where the company began more than 24 years ago. We have extensive
experience in working with simple, honest materials – iron, reclaimed wood and glass
as well as recycled textiles. The Turbina Pendant was inspired by a wind turbine. The
Verne Pendant design style is reminiscent of the head gear worn by Captain Nemo on
the Nautilus submarine in Jules Verne’s 20,000 Leagues Under the Sea. Both pendants
are hand finished in bona fide Hiroshi Gray.

Repurposing and authenticity are essential to the industrial chic trend. Old metal
hinges, giant bolts and screws, rusty angle iron, weathered steel beams and unfinished
turned-wood columns are all used to create the look.

Earthshine Pendant

Hogarth Chandelier

The Earthshine Pendant is constructed of randomly hammered metal with a Blackened
Steel finish inside and out. The warm glow is provided by the incandescent light
reflecting on the metallic finish. Turned wood with a rough surface is the center post
of the Hogarth Chandelier. The ribbed wrought iron ring, arms and candle cups are
hand finished with Mole Black. This stripped-down beauty with 8 lights will add a lot of
illumination to any room.
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